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Remote Learning Packet 
NB: Please keep all work produced this week. Details regarding how to turn in this work will be forthcoming. 

April 13-17, 2020 
Course: 10 Humane Letters 
Teacher(s) : Mr. Garner ben.garner@greatheartsirving.org

Weekly Plan : 

Monday, April 13 
 Read Crime and Punishment , Part Three, chapter 2 
 Answer chapter 2 reading questions 

Tuesday, April 14 
 Read sections “The Haitian Revolution” and “Napoleon’s Empire” in Western Heritage 
 Answer history reading questions 

Wednesday, April 15 
 Read Crime and Punishment , Part Three, chapters 3-4 
 Answer chapters 3-4 reading questions 

Thursday, April 16 
 Read Crime and Punishment , Part Three, chapter 5 

Answer chapter 5 reading questions 

Friday, April 17 
 Write reflections on Crime and Punishment passages 

Statement of Academic Honesty 

I affirm that the work completed from the packet I affirm that, to the best of my knowledge, my 
is mine and that I completed it independently. child completed this work independently 
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Monday, April 13 

● Read and annotate chapter 2 carefully, paying special attention to the following points: 
○ This is a shorter chapter, but continue to pay close attention to the characters of 

Razumikhin, Dunia, and Pulcheria as they develop in this chapter. Note especially 
Razkumikhin’s changed behavior and tone in this chapter, and his embarrassment for his 
drunken words in the last chapter. 

● Answer the following reading questions in 3-4 complete sentences each. 

Crime and Punishment Part three, chapter 2 
1. What does Razumikhin reveal to Dunia and Pulcheria about Raskolnikov? 

2. What does the letter from Luzhin to Pulcheria reveal about his character? 
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Tuesday, April 14 
● Read the following pages from Western Heritage history text (included after reading questions). 
● Answer the following reading questions in 3-4 complete sentences each. 

1. What sort of challenge did the Haitian Revolution pose to France’s commitment to liberty, 
equality, and fraternity? 

2. What regions made up Napoleon’s realm, and what was the status of each region within it? Did his 
administration show foresight, or was the empire a burden he could not afford? 



◄ 
588 PART 4 ■ ENLIGHTENMENT AND REVOLUTION, 1700-1850 

..,. The Haitian Revolution
(1791-1804) 

Between 1791 and 1804, the French colony of Haiti
achieved independence. This event was of key impor
tance for two reasons. First, it was sparked by policies of 

. •Toussa1nt L Ouverture (1746--1803) began the revolt that led to Haitian indepen1804. Library of Congress 
. . dence in- -~-~ 
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the French Revolution overflowing into its New World empire, selling Louisiana to the Uni ted Sta tl', 
f H .. Th and iEmpire. Second, the Haitian Revolution demonstrated drawing his fo rces rom altl ._ e Haitian revol vith.

that slaves of African origins could lead a revolt against had an anticolonial aspect, but 1t was most im Ut1on
b II . . rnrt,nwhite masters and mulatto freemen. The example of the the first success fuI s aI ve re e LOn 111 modern h ' 1a1

Haitian Revolution for years thereafter terrified slave II · d H · · 11toFrance fo rma y recognize a1t1an indcpcn I ry_
holders throughout the Americas. 1804. c enc • 

The relationship between slaves and masters on 
C In 

Haiti had been filled with violence throughout th e
eighteenth century. The French colonial masters had 'Y Napoleon's Empire (1804-181 4)frequently used racial divisions between black slaves
and mulatto freemen to their own political advantage. Between his coronation as emperor and hi s final def
Once the French Revolution had broken out in France, Waterloo (1815 ), NapaIeon conquered most of Eu

cat at 
the French National Assembly in 1791 decreed that · · d h f h ropeFrance's v1ctones change t e map o t e Continent. Th ·
free property-owning mulattos on Haiti should enjoy wars put an end to the Old Regime and its feudal trapping:
the same rights as white plantation owners . The throughout Western Europe (i)_f' .
Colonial Assembly in Haiti resisted the orders from and forced those European 11 LView t• 0 Map , , 
France. states that remained indepen- DE '" 0 ''~'.J ti,,,. ·- ·

In 1791, a full-fledged slave rebellion shook Haiti. I mp1ri:, rir
dent to reorganize them_se ves MyHistoryLabThe coordination that preceded the rebellion required to resist Napoleon's armies. .con,

that slaves place a tremendous amount of faith in one Everywhere, Napoleon's advance unl eashed the
another: any conversation that could have been inter powerful force of nationalism, discussed more fully in 
preted as advocating rebellion would have led to death Chapter 20. His weapon was the militarily mobilized if reported or overheard. Frarn;ois-Dominique Toussaint French nation, one of the achievements of the revolu.
L'Ouverture ( 17431-1803), himself a former slave, tion. Napoleon could put 700,000 men under arms at 
quickly emerged as its leader. The rebellion involved one time, risk 100,000 troops in a single battle, endure 
enormous violence and loss of life on both sides . heavy losses, and fight again. He could conscript citi
Although the slave rebellion collapsed, mulattos and zen soldiers in unprecedented numbers, thanks to their
free black people in Haiti, who hoped to gain the rights loyalty to the nation and to him. No single enemy
the French National Assembly had promised, then took could match such resources. Even coalit ions were 
up arms against the white colonial masters. French offi unsuccessful, until Napoleon's own mistakes led to his
cials sent by the revolutionary government in Paris defeat .

soon backed them. Slaves~View the Closer Look now came to the aid of an"The Ha1t1an Revolution: invading French force and, Conquering an EmpireGuerilla Warfare" on
MyHistorylab.com in early 1793, the French The Peace of Amiens (1802) between France and Great abolished slavery in Haiti . Britain was merely a truce. Napoleon's unlimited ambiBy this time both Spain and Great Britain were tions shattered any hope that it might last. He sent an attempting to intervene in Haitian events to expand their army to restore the rebellious colony of Haiti to French own influence in the Caribbean. Both were opposed to the rule. This move aroused British fears that he was plan· end of slavery and both coveted Haiti's rich sugar-produc ning a new French empire in America because Spain hading lands. Toussaint L'Ouverture and his force of ex-slaves restored Louisiana to France in 1801. More serious were again supported the French against the Spanish and the his interventions in the Dutch Republic, the Italian penBritish. By 1800, his army had achieved dominance insula, and Switzerland and his reorganization of thethroughout the island of Hispaniola. He imposed an German states . The Treaty of Campo Formio had authoritarian constitution on Haiti and made himself required a redistribution of territories along the RhrneGovernor-General for life, but he preserved formal ties River, and the petty princes of the region engaged in awith France. 

scramble to enlarge their holdings. Among the resultsThe French government under Napoleon distrusted were the reduction of Austrian influence and the eme1jL'Ouverture and feared that his example would under gence of fewer, but larger, German states in the West, al mine French authority elsewhere in the Caribbean and dependent on Napoleon.North America. In 1802, Napoleon sent an army to Haiti
and eventually captured L'Ouverture, who was sent back
to France where he died in prison in 1803. Other Haitian British Naval Supremacy Alarmed by these develop
military leaders of slave origin, the most important of ments, the British issued an ultimatum. When Napoleon
whom was Jean-Jacques Dessalines (1758- 1806), contin ignored it, Britain declared war in May 1803. Wilham
ued to resist . When Napoleon found himself again at war Pitt the Younger returned to office as prime minister;~
with Britain in 1803, he decided to abandon his American 1804 and began to construct the Third Coahuon. 
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By the time thi s p ai nt ing was com
pleted in 1807, Nelson was already a 

hero in Britain . Here he is depicted 
on his deathbed aboard his ship the 

Vic tory, during the Br itish defeat of 

French and Spanish fl eets at the 
Battle of Trafalgar in 1805. The light
ing that il luminates N elson's suffer

ing face evokes religi ous pai ntings 

and suggests martyrdom . Arth ur 

Wi lliam Devis, "The Death of N e lson ." Oil 

on canvas. The Grnngcr Collecti on, NYC

All righ ts reserved 

August 1805, he had persuaded Russia and Austria to 
move once more against France. A great naval victory 
soon raised the fortunes of the allies. On October 21, 
1805, the British admiral Lord Nelson destroyed the 
combined French and Spanish fleets at the Battle of 
Trafalgar off the Spanish coast. Nelson died in the bat
tle, but the British lost no ships. Although it would take 
ten more years before Napoleon's final defeat, Trafalgar 
ended all French hope of invading Britain and ensured 
that Britain would be able to maintain its opposition to 
France for the duration of the war. Britain had endeav
ored to establish supremacy on the high seas for centu
ries; now the navy dominated global commercial 
shipping and seemed undefeatable in military confron
tation as well. The Battle of Trafalgar not only foreshad
owed Napoleon's ultimate defeat by exposing French 
vulnerability to British strength, but also seemed the 
Proof of a longstanding British belief that, in the words 
of one historian, "concentrating resources upon the 
navy would render Britain 'the guardian of liberty' 
throughout Europe." 1 Britain's dominance of the seas 
Would not be seriously challenged until World War I. 

Napoleonic Victories in Central Europe On land the 
st0ry Was different. Even before Trafalgar, Napoleon had 
tnarched to the Danube River to attack his continental 
enemies. In mid-October he forced an Austrian army to 

- . . . -'David
\JJ(, C Annuage, The Ideological Origins of the Brw sh Empue ICambndge, 

arnbndge Universi ty Press, 2000), p. 185. 

surrender at Ulm and occupied Vienna. On December 2, 
1805, in perhaps his greatest victory, Napoleon defeated 
the combined Austrian and Russian forces at Austerlitz. 
The Treaty of Pressburg that followed won major conces
sions from Austria. The 
Austrians withdrew from [J3--{Read the Document 
Italy and left Napoleon in " Charles Parqu in, 
control of everything north 'Napoleon's Army'" on 

of Rome. He was recognized MyHistoryLab.com 

as king of Italy. 
Napoleon also made extensive political changes in the 

German states. In July 1806, he organized the Confederation 
of the Rhine, which included most of the western German 
princes. Their withdrawal from the Holy Roman Empire 
led the current Holy Roman Emperor, the Habsburg 
Francis II, to dissolve that ancient political body and 
henceforth to call himself Emperor Francis I of Austria. 

Prussia, which had remained neutral up to this point, 
now foolishly went to war against France. Napoleon's 
forces quickly crushed the famous Prussian army at Jena 
and Auerstiidt on October 14, 1806. Two weeks later, 
Napoleon was in Berlin. There, on November 21 , he 
issued the Berlin Decrees, forbidding his allies from 
importing British goods. Napoleon, too, recognized the 
connection between Britain's commercial and military 
strength. On June 13, 1807, Napoleon defeated the 
Russians at Friedland and occupied East Prussia. Having 
occupied or co-opted the west German states, humbled 
and humiliated Austria, and defeated Prussia, the French 
emperor was master of all Germany. 

https://MyHistoryLab.com
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In this 1806 caricature by the famous 
English artist James Gillray, Napoleon 
is shown as a baker who creates new 
kings as easily as gingerbread cook
ies. His new allies in the Rhine 
Confederation, including the rulers of 
Wi.irttemberg, Bavaria, and Saxony, 
are placed in the "New French Oven 
for Imperial Gingerbread." 'Tiddy

Doll, the Great French Gingerbread Maker, 
Drawing Out a New Batch of Kings. His Man, 
Hopping Talley, Mixing Up the Dough', pub. 
by Hannah Humphrey, 23rd January 1806 
{aquatint), Gillray, James {1757-1815). Leeds 
Museums and Galleries {City Art Gallery) 
U .K. /The Bridgeman Art Library International 

Treaty of Tilsit Unable to fight another battle and 
unwilling to retreat into Russia, Tsar Alexander I 
(r. 1801-1825) was ready to make peace. He and Napoleon 
met on a raft in the Niemen River while the two armies 
and the nervous king of Prussia watched from the bank. 
On July 7, 1807, they signed the Treaty of Tilsit, which 
confirmed France's gains. Prussia lost half its territory. 
Only the support of Alexander saved it from exvnction. 
Prussia openly and Russia secretly became allie~ of 
Napoleon. · 

Napoleon established his family as the collective 
sovereigns of Europe. The great French Empire was 
ruled directly by the head of the clan, Napoleon. On 
its borders lay satellite states ruled by members of his 
family. His stepson ruled Italy for him, and three of his 
brothers and his brother-in-law were made kings of 
other conquered states . The French emperor expected 
his relatives to take orders without question. When 
they failed to do so, he rebuked and even punished 
them. The imposition of Napoleonic rule provoked 
political opposition that needed only encouragement 
and assistance to flare up into serious resistance. 

The Continental System 
After the Treaty of Tilsit, such assistance could come 
only from Britain, and Napoleon knew he must defeat 
the British before he could feel safe. Unable to compete 
with the British navy, he continued the economic war
fare the Berlin Decrees had begun. He planned to cut off 
all British trade with the European continent and thus to 
cripple British commercial and financial power. He 

hoped to cause domestic unrest and drive Britain from 
the war. The Milan Decree of 1807 went further and 
attempted to stop neutral nations from trading with 
Britain. (See Map 19-1.) Britain responded with its own 
set of decrees, the Orders of Council, which in turn for
bid British subjects, allies, or even neutral countries from 
trading with France. 

Despite initial drops in exports, domestic unrest, and 
tension between Britain and neutral countries that resented 
the ban, the British economy survived. British control of 
the seas assured access to the growing markets of North 
and South America and of the eastern Mediterranean. At 
the same time, the Continental System badly hurt the 
European economies. Napoleon rejected advice to turn his 
empire into a free-trade area. Such a policy would have 
been both popular and helpful. Instead, his tariff policies 
favored France, increased the resentment of foreign mer
chants, and made them less willing to enforce the system 
and more ready to engage in smuggling. It was, in part, to 
prevent s°:1-ugglin~ that Napoleon invaded_ Spain in 180~ 
The resultmg penmsular campaign in Spam and Portug 
helped bring on his ruin. 
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Wednesday, April 15 
● Read and annotate Part Three chapters 3 and 4 carefully, paying special attention to the following 

points: 
○ Raskolnikov seems stable when his family enters the scene, but quickly becomes 

tormented once again - try and pinpoint the moment when his mood changes, and 
determine what causes the abrupt change. 

○ In chapter 4, try to get a good sense of the setting of the scene. Picture Raskolnikov’s 
“coffin” of an apartment, with five people crammed into it. Other questions to help fill out 
the picture: Who is there? Where is each person sitting, and why are they sitting where 
they are sitting? Why is this particular mix of people in this room creating an awkward and 
tense atmosphere? How does Raskolnikov act as a host? 

● Answer the following reading questions in 3-4 complete sentences each. 

Crime and Punishment Part three, chapters 3 and 4 
Raskolnikov mentions his engagement to the landlady’s daughter. Why was he so attached to her, and 
what does this reveal about his character? 
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Dunia questions Raskolnikov’s right to demand she not marry Luzhin - “Why do you demand a heroism 
of me that you may not even have in yourself?” (233) What is this “heroism” she’s referring to? Does 
Raskolnikov have this “heroism” or not? 
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Thursday, April 16 
● Notes on the reading: 

○ This chapter is one of the most important and revealing chapters in the text. It is also one 
of the more dense and difficult chapters to understand. Read (and re-read) carefully and 
slowly, making sure you understand each argument before moving on. 

○ The conversation at Porfiry’s unfolds as an intellectual debate over various viewpoints on 
crime - keep track of which viewpoint is held by which person/group and how they differ 
from each other. For example, what do the socialists believe about crime? What are Porfiry 
Petrovich’s beliefs? What are Razumikhin’s? 

○ Most importantly, analyze the section of the conversation in which Porfiry and 
Raskolnikov discuss Raskolnikov’s own writing on crime. 

Crime and Punishment Part three, chapter 5 
Razumikhin accuses the socialists of arguing that a criminal is simply a “victim of the environment” 
(256). Is this a possible explanation for Raskolnikov’s crime? To what extent do you think Raskolnikov’s 
“environment” played a part in his decision to murder? 
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Briefly outline Raskolnikov’s arguments about crime and criminals, as he explains them in this chapter. 
How might this theory have played into his own crime? 
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Friday, April 17 
● Choose two of what you consider the most thought-provoking or striking lines, quotations, or 

passages from any of the readings this week. This could be lines or quotations that you found 
intellectually challenging, or simply lines that you found particularly beautiful. (One 
recommended way to do this would be simply to look back through your annotations to remember 
what you found important from the readings). 

● Copy the selected line(s) from the reading and then write a one-paragraph reflection (for each 
quotation) in which you explain the lines and their context, as well as why you found them 
significant or beautiful. 
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